The days of stationary fold-changes in biology are long gone. The days of stationary fold-changes in biology are long gone. There is a compelling need for an irradiator with precise dosimetry that is compatible with current high-throughout bioassay equipment. We developed a novel fully automated high-throughput irradiator for in vitro radiation sensitivity investigations. Average Symmetry:
In plane: 1.1 ± 1.2% Cross-plane: 0.6 ± 1.0%
Using the 20 mm applicator, groups of 4 wells are irradiated at a time to increase throughput and the number of replicates. We also sought to biovalidate our system with known radiation-induced biological effects to ensure that the irradiator system environment does not perturb the biological response of cells.
Known linear effects associated with DNA double strand breaks:
1. Intercellular reactive oxygen species production 2. Physical DNA double strand breaks 3. Cellular DNA DSB repair pathway activation via promoter γH2AX • We developed an automated high-throughput irradiator that delivers precise NIST traceable absorbed doses for in vitro radiation biology investigations.
• Irradiator performance characteristics were investigated including radiation output stability, field flatness and symmetry, and absorbed dose verification.
• The system underwent a rigorous biological validation using three known linear effects caused by ionizing radiation. Genes Genes
